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Introduction

Recent studies in object detection have shown that a

component-based approach is more robust to natural pose

variations, than the traditional holistic approach. These

component-based object detectors are built hierarchically,

where simpler detectors first locate components of an

object, and a combination classifier makes the final

detection with the outputs from each of the component

detectors as features. Detecting cars is a challenging task

as the structure of a car will vary more between

samples, because their shapes and configurations have

been designed with product differentiation in mind.

Motivation

Most of the car detection techniques depend on manually

segmented part-based learning which needs more

computational resources. In our method we propose a

fully automated detection technique for side-view cars.

Methodology
In this work we propose a side-view car detection

technique. Our method, first identifies the wheels of a car

using an ellipse extraction technique [1] and rejects the

irrelevant ellipses from the car. Thereafter an edge

detection technique is applied to find the top and bottom

parts of the car’s body, from which we formulate an

initial active contours of the car. Finally, this active

contours are used to determine the final contour of the

car by using the Snake algorithm. Thus, segmentation of

foreground (i.e. car) and background is achieved.

Our approach involves …

 A hierarchical approach for fast and robust ellipse or

circle detection used to detect the car wheels.

 Sobel edge detection technique is used to detect the

horizontal edges.

 Snake algorithm is used to detect the contour of the

car.

 The angle threshold and distance threshold in ellipse

extraction are found from a trainingset and is used to

detect the ellipses in the image.
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Figure 1: Flow diagram of the proposed method.

Image

Extraction of line segments

Forming an arc according to the connectivity

and curvature conditions

Arc segments that belong to the same

ellipse are grouped together

RANSAC method is used to robustly

fit an ellipse in each arc group.

Select  two ellipses according to their

centre values

Find the active contours using

edge detection

The snake is placed near the image 

contour  of interest

Select ellipses such that 

r  lies between two 

thresholds  

Find the ratio, r  major :minor axis

#ellipse > 1

Experimental Setup

To evaluate our approach we used 20 car images taken

from the PASCAL VOC 2007 dataset.

Evaluation criteria

During the iterative process , the snake 

is attracted towards the target contour 

where,

Ro is the real object  and Do is the detected object in which both 

Ro and Do are regions of a silhouette image.

Select ellipses that are below the half line 

of the image

#ellipse = 0 or 1

Halt Segment foreground from background
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Discussion & Conclusion
 Our technique failed to detect a car in the case of a single or

no ellipse is found. One of the reason is the poor quality of the

image. The other reason is the selection of the optimal parameter

involved in the ellipse detection method.

 The ellipse extraction method can be further improved

depending on the selection of angular and distance thresholds.

 The main advantage of this method is that there is no manual

work involved in segmenting the side-view cars.

The average object detection rate is 93.33%

Figure 3: Ellipses extracted in  the car

Using edge detection technique and  use measurements  in 

figure 4 we can get the active counters .        

Figure 4 :Manufacturers measurements of 

different type of cars
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in the image

βi

Curvature Condition

All βi are the same of the sign

guarantee convexity along the

linking direction.

Arc segments

Ellipse fitting

Which lines should be 

linked?

Select arc segments which

consist three or more line

segments.

RANSAC method is used  to remove noises.

Final ellipse

Different type of cars that are considered to learn about  the width to height ratios. This 

is used with the edge detection technique to form the initial active contour.

Ellipse extraction technique

Test image

Extracted ellipses in  test image

Car detected by  the snake algorithmSegmented car from the background

Figure 2 : Experimental setup of our approach

Irrelevant ellipses are removed 

Formulated bounding box


